GENERAL NOTES: (Water)

1. MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE DEFLECTION AT EACH JOINT SHALL NOT EXCEED ONE-HALF THE MANUFACTURER’S RECOMMENDED PERMISSIBLE DEFLECTION.

2. ALL CONSTRUCTION SHALL BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE COAL CREEK UTILITY DISTRICT STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS.

3. LOCATIONS OF EXISTING UTILITIES SHOWN ARE APPROXIMATE. EXISTING UTILITIES SHALL BE FIELD LOCATED BY RESPECTIVE UTILITY COMPANIES PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION.

4. CONTRACTOR SHALL FIELD VERIFY ALL CONNECTIONS TO EXISTING PIPES FOR PROPER FITTINGS AND DEPTH.

5. CONTRACTOR SHALL NOTIFY ALL AFFECTED UTILITIES 24 HOURS PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION.

6. HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL DATUM ARE TAKEN FROM THE PLANS PREPARED BY ________________________________ DATED ___________________.
GENERAL NOTES:  (Sewer)

1. ALL CONSTRUCTION SHALL BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH COAL CREEK UTILITY DISTRICT STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS.

2. WHERE THE WATER MAIN INSTALLATION CROSSES OVER SANITARY SEWERS, THE MINIMUM VERTICAL SEPARATION SHALL BE 18 INCHES, OR CONSTRUCTION SHALL BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH DOE CRITERIA FOR SEWAGE WORKS DESIGN (SEE DETAILS).

3. VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL DATUM ARE TAKEN FROM THE SITE AND GRADING PLANS FOR ________________________ DATED __________________

   PREPARED BY __________________________________________________________

4. ALL SIDE SEWER TEES SHALL BE FIELD LOCATED.

5. CONTRACTOR SHALL FIELD VERIFY CONNECTION TO EXISTING PIPE FOR PROPER AS-BUILT ELEVATION PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION OF MANHOLE OVER LINE.

6. SIX-INCH (6") SIDE SEWER OKAY TO TEN UNITS. EIGHT-INCH (8") REQUIRED FOR MORE THAN TEN UNITS. SECURE SIDE SEWER PERMITS FROM DISTRICT PRIOR TO INSTALLING SIDE SEWERS.